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Hippocampal Inputs in the Prelimbic Cortex Curb Fear after
Extinction
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In contrast to easily formed fear memories, fear extinction requires prolonged training. The prelimbic cortex (PL), which
integrates signals from brain structures involved in fear conditioning and extinction such as the ventral hippocampus (vHIP)
and the basolateral amygdala (BL), is necessary for fear memory retrieval. Little is known, however, about how the vHIP and
BL inputs to the PL regulate the display of fear after fear extinction. Using functional anatomy tracing in male rats, we found
two distinct subpopulations of neurons in the PL activated by either the successful extinction or the relapse of fear. During
the retrieval of fear extinction memory, the dominant input to active neurons in the PL was from the vHIP, whereas the re-
trieval of fear memory, regardless of the age of a memory and testing context, was associated with greater BL input.
Optogenetic stimulation of the vHIP–PL pathway after one session of fear extinction increased conditioned fear, whereas
stimulation of the vHIP inputs after several sessions of extinction decreased the conditioned fear response. This latter effect
was, however, transient, as stimulation of this pathway 28 d after extinction increased conditioned fear response again. The
results show that repeated fear extinction training gradually changes vHIP–PL connectivity, making fear suppression possible,
whereas in the absence of fear suppression from the vHIP, signals from the BL can play a dominant role, resulting in high
levels of fear.
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Significance Statement

Behavioral therapies of fear are based on extinction learning. As extinction memories fade over time, such therapies produce
only a temporary suppression of fear, which constitutes a clinical and societal challenge. In our study, we provide a framework
for understating the underlying mechanism by which extinction of fear memories fade by demonstrating the existence of two
subpopulations of neurons in the prelimbic cortex associated with low and high levels of fear. Insufficient extinction and ex-
posure to the context in which fear memory was formed promoted high fear neuronal activity in the prelimbic cortex, leading
to fear retrieval. Extensive extinction training, on the other hand, boosted low fear neuronal activity and, as a result, extinc-
tion memory retrieval. This effect was, however, transient and disappeared with time.

Introduction
Having flexibility to adjust emotional responses to a changing
environment is a critical component of normal behavior. In the
absence of an imminent threat, when fear is no longer adaptive,

its expression can be suppressed by extinction, that is, the
repeated presentation of a stimulus associated with fear, condi-
tioned stimulus (CS), in the absence of an aversive event (Maren,
2011). It is thought that extinction is a form of new learning and
therefore leads to competition between fear and extinction mem-
ories (Konorski, 1948; Bouton, 1993; Rescorla, 2004; Bouton,
2004). In contrast to fear memory, which can be formed instantly
(Ohman et al.,1975) and is easily retrieved throughout the entire
lifetime of an animal (Gale et al., 2004), formation of fear extinc-
tion memory requires a significant number of trials, and its re-
trieval becomes more difficult with the passage of time (Bouton,
2002; Bouton et al., 2006).

Human and animal studies implicated the medial prefrontal
cortex (mPFC) in regulation of fear based on previously learned
information. In particular, the dorsal part, the prelimbic
cortex (PL), has been associated with retrieval of fear memory
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(Burgos-Robles et al., 2009; Sierra-Mercado et al., 2011; Giustino
and Maren, 2015). The PL receives inputs from the basolateral
amygdala (BL), a brain region storing memories of both fear and
fear extinction (Fanselow and LeDoux, 1999) and the ventral
hippocampus (vHIP), a structure critical for the contextual gat-
ing of fear responses (Barad et al., 2006; Hoover and Vertes,
2007; Ji and Maren, 2007). It has been shown that after fear
extinction, the BL promotes fear signaling in the PL (Sotres-
Bayon et al., 2012; Senn et al., 2014). Similarly, activation of the
vHIP–PL pathway has been associated with retrieval of fear
memory (Orsini et al., 2011; Jin and Maren, 2015; Wang et al.,
2016; Kim and Cho, 2017) and increased anxiety (Adhikari et al.,
2010; Padilla-Coreano et al., 2016; Parfitt et al., 2017). On the
other hand, some reports have also indicated that the vHIP–PL
pathway can reduce fear (Sotres-Bayon et al., 2012; Vasquez et
al., 2019); however, the exact role of this pathway in expression
and extinction of conditioned fear is not known. Little is also
known about how the PL integrates information from the BL
and vHIP after extinction occurred.

Here, we study the role of the BL and vHIPP signals in the PL
in rats tested for recent and remote fear extinction memory using
immunohistochemistry, functional connectivity tracing, and opto-
genetics. CS presentation outside the extinction context results in
the recovery of the previously conditioned fear response (fear
renewal) (Bouton et al., 2006). Because extinguished fear is context
dependent, we systematically compared patterns of activation and
connectivity in both the extinction and conditioning contexts.
Regardless of the age of a fear extinction memory and the testing
context, in animals with high levels of fear, the activated neurons
within the PL were innervated mainly by the BL. In contrast, low
levels of fear were associated with activation of neurons that
receive dominant projections from the vHIP. Because the vHIP
input to the PL has been previously shown to both increase freez-
ing and reduce fear (Kim and Cho, 2017), we tested the effects of
optogenetic stimulation of the vHIP–PL pathway. We observed
that after one session of fear extinction, vHIP–PL activation leads
to an increased display of fear. However, after several sessions of
extinction, the effect is the opposite. These results show that exten-
sive fear extinction training gradually rebuilds vHIP–PL connec-
tivity, making fear suppression possible. This effect is, however,
transient and disappears with time.

Materials and Methods
Animals
In all experiments, male Long-Evans, Wistars, or PSD-95:Venus trans-
genic rats (220–400 g at the beginning of the experiment) bred in the
Nencki Institute Animal House were used. Animals were housed indi-
vidually in transparent plastic cages placed on standard stainless steel
racks. Rats had access to water and food ad libitum and were kept under
a 12/12 light/dark cycle. Behavioral experiments were performed during
the light phase. All procedures were followed in accordance with the
Polish Act on Animal Welfare, after obtaining specific permission from
the First Warsaw Ethical Committee on Animal Research.

PSD-95:Venus transgenic rats
PSD-95:Venus transgenic rats were used for visualization of synapses in
activated neurons. The construct allows the dendrites and synapses of
activated neurons to be visualized with fluorescent tags by encoding
PSD-95 (a major component of postsynaptic densities), an Arc UTR,
dendrite localizing sequences, a c-Fos promoter (which makes the
expression dependent on neuronal activation), and Venus reporter pro-
tein. The reporter protein is placed under the control of a shortened c-
Fos sequence (encoding only the first four amino acids of c-Fos) and
therefore lacks the nuclear localization signal. Such an approach

preserves promoter inducibility, allowing for the visualization of neuro-
nal morphology (Knapska et al., 2012).

Surgical procedures
Functional anatomy tracing. Six or 7 d before behavioral training,

rats received bilateral intracranial injections of the anterograde axonal
transport tracers tetrame-thylrhodamine, FluoroRuby (FR), and PHA-L
Alexa Fluor 647 conjugate (Invitrogen) into the BL and vHIP. The sides
of the injection and the type of the tracer were counterbalanced between
the brain structures. All surgical instruments were sterilized before sur-
gery. Rats were anesthetized with isoflurane (Aerane). Ocular lubricant
was used to moisten the eyes, and the scalp was shaved. After being
placed into the stereotaxic apparatus (David Kopf Instruments), the
scalp was disinfected with 70% (v/v) alcohol, incised, and retracted. Two
small burr holes were drilled to allow a Hamilton syringe needle (1mL) to
be lowered into the desired part of the brain. The coordinates used were as
follows: BL [anteroposterior (AP), �2.2; mediolateral (ML), 64.8; dorso-
ventral (DV),�8.6], vHIP (AP,�5.3; ML,65.5; DV,�7.0), FR [10% (w/v)
solution in distilled water], and PHA-L [2.5% (w/v) solution in 0.1 M so-
dium PBS, pH 7.4] were delivered into the BL and vHIP with the use of a
Hamilton syringe (Microsyringe Pump, World Precision Instruments),
0.5mL total volume, 25 nL/min for 20min; the needle remained in place for
another 20min to allow for the diffusion of the tracer. After the injection,
the incision was sutured and treated with an antibiotic ointment, and the
animals were administered an analgesic (Tolfedine, 4mg/kg s.c.). To avoid
dehydration, the animals were given 1 ml of warm 0.95% NaCl/100 � g of
body weight by subcutaneous injection. The rats were kept on a heating pad
until they recovered from anesthesia before returning to their home cages.
The animals were allowed 6–7 d of postoperative recovery.

Virus injections and optic fibers implantations. The adeno-associated
virus (AAV) vector used, rAAV5 CaMKIIa-hChR2 (H134R)-EYFP, was
purchased from Addgene. Viral titers were 5.24 � 1011 particles/ml.
Fourteen days before the behavioral training, the experimental and con-
trol rats received bilateral intracranial injections of the virus (experimental:
rAAV5 CaMKIIa-hChR2 (H134R)-EYFP; control: rAAV5 CaMKIIa
(H134R)-EYFP) into the vHIP. Rats were anesthetized with isoflurane
(Aerane), and an analgesic was administered (Butomidor, 1mg/kg s.c.).
Ocular lubricant was used to moisten the eyes, the scalp was shaved, and
2% lidocaine gel was applied. After being placed into the stereotaxic appa-
ratus (Stoelting), the scalp was disinfected with 70% (v/v) alcohol, incised,
and retracted. Two small burr holes were drilled to allow for a NanoFil
35GA beveled needle (model #NF35BV-2, World Precision Instruments)
to be lowered into the desired part of the brain, and another two holes
were drilled over the PL to allow optic fiber application. The coordinates
used were as follows: PL, AP 13.2, ML 60.6, DV �2.2; vHIP, AP �5.3,
ML 65.5, DV �7.0. An additional three small holes were drilled, and
three skull screws were placed to secure a cement cap. The virus was deliv-
ered using a NanoFil syringe and infusion pump (Microsyringe Pump,
World Precision Instruments) volume 250 nl, speed 100 nl/min for 5min;
the needle remained in place for another 5min to allow for the virus dif-
fusion. After injection, the optic fiber cannulas were mounted (model
#UM22-100, Thorlabs) 0.22numerical aperture (NA), 100mm core,
placed in Ceramic Ferrules (model #CFLC128-10, Thorlabs), connected
to self-made threaded covers with Data Optics Hysol epoxy glue 0151.
Optic fibers were inserted bilaterally into the PL at an angle of 20° to pre-
vent stimulation of the infralimbic cortex. Then the exposed skull was
coated with dental cement. All the animals were administered an analge-
sic/anti-inflammatory (Tolfedine, 4mg/kg, s.c.) and antibiotic (Baytril,
2.5mg/kg, s.c.). To avoid dehydration, the animals were given 1 ml of
warm 0.9% NaCl/100 � g of body weight by subcutaneous injection.
The rats were kept on a heating pad until they recovered from anesthesia
before returning to their home cages.

Behavioral apparatus
Modular conditioning chambers (VFC-008 Standard Fear Conditioning
Chamber or ENV-008 Standard Modular Test Chamber, Med Associates)
were used for all phases of the experiment. The floor of the chamber was
equipped with stainless steel rods wired to a shock source and a solid-state
grid scrambler (Med Associates) for footshock [unconditioned stimulus
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(US)] delivery. Stainless steel pans were placed underneath the grid floor
before the animals were placed inside the box. The chambers were lit with
house lights. A speaker mounted in one of the chamber walls was used for
the delivery of the acoustic conditioned stimuli (CSs). Sensory stimuli
were adjusted within these chambers to generate two distinct contexts, A
and B. For context A, a house light mounted in the ceiling of the cage was
illuminated, and the room lights remained on. The chambers were cleaned
with a 1% ammonium hydroxide solution, and stainless steel pans con-
taining a thin film of the same solution were placed underneath the grid
floors. This was done before the rats were placed inside to provide a dis-
tinct odor. Ventilation fans supplied background noise (65dB). For con-
text B, all room and chamber house lights were turned off as were the
ventilation fans, and the computer screen provided illumination. White
Plexiglas floors were placed on the grid of each chamber, and chambers
were cleaned with a 1% acetic acid solution. Stainless steel pans containing
a thin film of this solution were placed underneath the floors before the
rats were placed inside. In the ENV-008 Standard Modular Test Chamber,
animal behavior was recorded with an IP camera (AXP CUBE P2P S,
Alexim) equipped with a fish-eye objective and placed in front of the
transparent front door of the chamber. Video was then digitized by a com-
puter system. Freezing was defined as the cessation of all movement,
except what was required for respiration, for at least 1 s. The freezing rec-
ognition software converted the cumulative time spent freezing into a per-
centage score. For the experiments performed in VFC-008 Standard Fear
Conditioning Chambers, freezing was analyzed with the software deliv-
ered by Med Associates (c-Fos mapping and functional anatomy tracing
experiments), whereas freezing recorded in the ENV-008 Standard modu-
lar test chamber (optogenetic experiments) was analyzed with Beha Active
software (http://www.pmbogusz.net/).

Behavioral training and testing
c-Fos Mapping. Rats were submitted to three phases of training: fear

conditioning, extinction, and retrieval testing. For fear conditioning, rats
were placed in the conditioning chambers in context A. The rats received
five tone (10 s, 80 dB, 2 kHz) footshock (1 s, 1mA) trials [70 s intertrial
interval (ITI)] beginning 3min after being placed in the chambers. Sixty
seconds after the final shock, the rats were returned to their home cages.
Twenty-four hours after the conditioning session, rats were subjected to
fear extinction, which consisted of the conditioned tone in a novel con-
text (B). Rats received 45 CS presentations (10 s, 80 dB, 2 kHz, 70 s ITI)
2min after placement in the context. Testing took place 1 or 28d after
the extinction training in context A or B.

Functional anatomy tracing. Rats were subjected to fear conditioning
and extinction sessions as described above. Testing took place 5 or 28d
after the extinction session, either in context A or B. Five days is the time
period required for the expression of the PSD-95:Venus fusion protein
to go back to the basal level following induction by fear conditioning
and extinction (compare Knapska et al., 2012).

Optogenetic experiments. In the first set of experiments (see Fig. 3),
rats were subjected to the fear conditioning and extinction sessions as
described above. The first group was submitted to fear conditioning and
one extinction session, and the second group to fear conditioning and
two extinction sessions. Testing consisted of 21 CS presentations that
started 2min after the placement of rats in the chambers, 1 d after the
last extinction session. In the three consecutive blocks, the first two CSs
(10 s, 80 dB, 2 kHz, 60 s ITI) were not paired with any stimulation,
whereas the following five CSs were paired with optogenetic stimulation
(473nm, 10 mW, 5ms pulses, 20Hz). The light stimulation began 10 s
before the CS presentation. In addition, a control group was included in
each of the experiments—rats injected with the control virus not con-
taining channelorhodopsin. Fear level was assessed during the extinction
and testing sessions by measuring time spent freezing during the CS
presentation.

In the second set of experiments (see Fig. 4), rats were subjected to
the fear conditioning and extinction sessions as described above. The
first group was subjected to a fear conditioning session and tested with-
out fear extinction on two subsequent days (context B and context A,
respectively). On the next day, the animals were subjected to the extinc-
tion session. The second group was subjected to fear conditioning, two

sessions of fear extinction on 2 consecutive days, testing on 2 subsequent
days (context B and context A, respectively), and the third session of
extinction with stimulation. Then the rats were tested again after 28d in
context B and context A on 2 subsequent days. Testing consisted of 10
CSs (10 s, 80 dB, 2 kHz, 60 s ITI) presentations, the first five without laser
stimulation and the following five with laser stimulation synchronized
with the CS onset (473nm, 10 mW, 5ms pulses, 20Hz). The extinction
session with stimulation consisted of 45 CS presentations in an alternat-
ing pattern of five CS blocks without and with stimulation. The control
group, rats injected with the control virus not containing channelorho-
dopsin, was included in each of the experiments. Fear level was assessed
during the extinction and testing sessions by measuring time spent freez-
ing during the CS presentation. When the level of freezing was very low,
time spent in relaxed posture was measured. Relaxed posture has been
previously described as “animal resting on their legs in a ball-shaped
posture with the animals resting on their legs with the tail around the
body and the head mostly in a vertical position (Tang et al., 2001). The
video recordings were analyzed by the observer blind to the experimen-
tal condition, who assessed freezing and relaxed posture when the CSs
were presented.

Optogenetic stimulation. A laser with a wavelength of 473 nm and
maximum output of 100 mW (Omicron Laserage) was used. The light
was delivered through a rotary joint (Doric Lenses) to two optic fibers
(core 200mm, NA 0.37, 2 m in length; Thorlabs) and from there to
thread-attached self-made optic fiber cannulas. The typical laser power
at the cannula tip was 10 mW. The laser onset was triggered by transis-
tor-transistor logic (TTL) output from the conditioning chamber (Med
Associates). The laser pulsation (5ms pulse duration, 20Hz) was con-
trolled by an Arduino board. The laser power output was measured
using a commercial power meter (model #PM200 with S121C sensor,
Thorlabs).

c-Fos Immunohistochemistry. Rats were anesthetized with an over-
dose of sodium pentobarbital and perfused intracardially with ice-cold
PBS, pH 7.4, followed by 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate
buffer, pH 7.4. The brains were removed and stored in the same fixative
for 24 h at 4°C and subsequently immersed in 30% sucrose at 4°C. The
brains were then slowly and gradually frozen and sectioned at 40mm on
a cryostat. The coronal brain sections containing the BL, vHIP, and PL
were collected. The immunohistochemical staining was performed on
free-floating sections. The sections were washed three times in PBS, pH
7.4, incubated for 10min in 0.03% H2O2 in PBS, washed twice in PBS,
and incubated with a polyclonal antibody (anti-c-Fos, sc-52, 1:1000;
Santa Cruz Biotechnology), in PBS and normal goat serum (3%; Vector)
for 48 h at 4°C. The sections were then washed three times in PBS with
0.3% Triton X-100 (Sigma), incubated with goat anti-rabbit biotinylated
secondary antibody (1:500; Vector) in PBS/Triton and normal goat se-
rum (3%) for 2 h at room temperature, washed three times in PBS/
Triton, incubated with avidin-biotin complex (1:1000 in PBS/Triton;
ABC Kit, Vector Labs) for 1 h at room temperature, and washed three
times in PBS. The immunostaining reaction was developed using the ox-
idase-diaminobenzidine-nickel method. The sections were incubated in
distilled water with diaminobenzidine (DAB; Sigma), 0.5 M nickel chlo-
ride, and peroxidase (Sigma) for 5min. The staining reaction was
stopped by three washes with PBS. The reaction resulted in a dark-
brown stain within the nuclei of c-Fos immunoreactive neurons. The
sections were mounted on slides, air dried, dehydrated in ethanol solu-
tions and xylene, and coverslipped with Permount (Fisher Chemical).

c-Fos1GAD67 Immunohistochemistry. The immunohistochemical
staining was performed on free-floating sections. The sections were
washed three times in PBS, pH 7.4, incubated for 10min in 0.03% H2O2

in PBS, washed once in PBS, incubated for 1 h in 10% NGS with PBS and
incubated with a polyclonal antibody (anti-c-Fos, sc-52, 1:1000; Santa
Cruz Biotechnology) and anti-GAD67 (1:4000; Merck Millipore, catalog
#MAB5460) in PBS for 96 h at 4°C. Sections were then washed three times
in PBS with 0.3% Triton X-100 (Sigma), incubated with goat anti-rabbit
biotinylated secondary antibody (1:1000; Vector Labs) in PBS for 2 h at
room temperature, washed three times in PBS/Triton, incubated with avi-
din-biotin complex (1:1000 in PBS; ABC Kit, Vector Labs) for 1 h at room
temperature, and washed three times in PBS. The immunostaining
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reaction was developed using the oxidase-diaminobenzidine-nickel
method. The sections were incubated in distilled water with DAB (Sigma),
0.5 M nickel chloride, and peroxidase (Sigma) for 5min. The staining reac-
tion was stopped by three washes with PBS. The sections were incubated
in PBS overnight. The following day, sections were incubated for 2 h with
secondary goat anti-mouse antibody (1:1000; Vector Labs) in PBS, washed
three times in PBS/Triton, incubated with avidin-biotin complex (1:500 in
PBS; ABC Kit, Vector Labs) for 1 h at room temperature, and afterward
washed three times with PBS. Subsequent sections were stained using VIP
purple kit (catalog #SK-4600, Vector Labs). The reaction was stopped after
1–2min by three washes in PBS. The reaction resulted in a black stain
within the nuclei of c-Fos immunoreactive neurons and a purple stain in
cell bodies of GAD67-positive cells. The sections were mounted on slides,
air-dried, dehydrated in xylene, and coverslipped with Entellan (Merck
Millipore).

Fluorescent immunostaining for GFP. The immunofluorescent stain-
ing was performed on free-floating sections. The sections were washed
with PBS with 0.2% Triton X-100 (PBST), blocked with 5% (v/v) normal
donkey serum in PBST, and incubated overnight at 4°C with anti-GFP
rabbit antibody (Invitrogen) diluted with 1% normal donkey serum in
PBST. The next day, sections were rinsed with PBST before 1 h incuba-
tion at room temperature with a secondary antibody conjugated to
Alexa Fluor 488 (1:500; Invitrogen). After several washes, the sections
were mounted onto glass slides, air-dried, overlaid with Vectashield
Mounting Medium, and covered with a glass coverslip.

Image capture and analysis
The measure of c-Fos immunopositivity was expressed as density, deter-
mined in the following manner. For each brain section, the number of c-
fos immunopositive nuclei in areas of interest was counted and divided
by the area occupied by the structure (in millimeters squared). Image
analysis was done with the aid of a Nikon Eclipse Ni-U microscope and
an image analysis computer program (ImageJ) on two sections per ani-
mal brain. Boundaries of each structure were defined with the use of the
Paxinos atlas (Paxinos and Watson, 2007). The dorsal and ventral bor-
ders of the PL were defined by the shape of the corpus callosum, which
served as a guideline for choosing the appropriate corresponding atlas
plate. For the BL, the shape of the amygdala itself was used as a guideline,
whereas for the vHIP, the shape of the hippocampus indicated the exact
boundaries of the structure.

The triple-labeling results were analyzed with the aid of confocal
laser-scanning microscopy. The confocal system consisted of an
Inverted Leica SP5 DMI6000 microscope, equipped with an Ar laser pro-
ducing light at 488 nm, a HeNe laser for 568 nm, and a HeNe laser for
647 nm of light. Two objectives (40�) were used to scan the samples. A
series of continuous optical sections at 1mm intervals along the z-axis of
the tissue section were scanned for all three fluorescent signals. The sig-
nal obtained for each fluorophore on one series of optical sections was
stored separately as a series of 1024 � 1024 pixel images. The images
were then processed with Imaris 6.3.1 software (Bitplane). PHA-L- and
FR-labeled images were separately combined with Venus-stained cell
bodies and proximal dendrites to analyze for the presence of close appo-
sitions between PHA-L- or FR-stained terminals and Venus-positive
neurons in the PL. For the location of the PL for the confocal imaging,
the shape of the corpus callosum was used as an indicator of the plate
from the Paxinos atlas (Paxinos andWatson, 2007). This was used to cal-
culate the distance, measured in micrometers, from the highest point of
the slice above the PL to its actual dorsal boundary.

Afferent terminals on Venus-positive neurons were analyzed in two
scan images taken bilaterally for the vHIP/BL-injected rats under a 40�
objective within the PL (2.20–3.70 mm from bregma). The potential con-
tacts between PHA-L- and FR-labeled fibers and the Venus-positive neu-
rons were estimated as numbers of voxels for axonal varicosities located
in close proximity to Venus-positive neurons. Then the ratios of vHIP/
BL projections (measured in voxels) were calculated for single Venus-
positive neurons within the PL and represented as the percentage of neu-
rons with a certain BL/vHIP input ratio onto the active cells in the PL.
The overall projections from the vHIP and BL to the PL were analyzed

for the same images as projections to the activated neurons. The ratio of
vHIP/BL (measured in voxels) was then calculated.

Histology
Animals were deeply anesthetized with an overdose of sodium pentobar-
bital (100mg/kg) and perfused intracardially with 0.01 M PBS (200 ml)
and 4% PFA (in PBS, 300 ml). Brains were stored for 24 h in PFA, then
for 3 d in 30% sucrose and sectioned with a freezing microtome into
40mm slices. EYFP (enhanced yellow fluorescent protein) expression in
injection sites and fiber optic placement was checked for each animal.

Electrophysiological recordings. The electrophysiological signal was
recorded with a Neuropixels 1.0 probe inserted into the mPFC of an ure-
thane-anaesthetized rat. Simultaneously the vHIP was stimulated with a
bipolar electrode (stainless steel, 2 � 126mm) every 10 s (single pulse,
0.1ms, 0.1mA). After spike sorting (using Kilosort2 and Phy2),
responses of each neuron to the stimulation were tested using ZETA
method (Montijn et al., 2020). The MATLAB functions provided by the
authors of the method (https://github.com/JorritMontijn/ZETA)
allowed to test (1) which neurons responded in a 2–100 msec time win-
dow to the stimulation, with either an increase or decrease in the firing
rate, p , 0.001 and (2) what the average latency (Zeta) of the response
was for each neuron.

Statistical analyses. Statistical analyses of raw data were performed
with GraphPad Prism 6 or Statistica 7.0 software. The time animals spent
freezing during the CS was transformed into percentage values. The
datasets that did not meet the criteria for parametric analyses (tested
with the Shapiro–Wilk normality test) were subjected to nonparametric
testing with the Mann–Whitney test or Kruskal–Wallis test followed by
Dunn’s multiple comparisons test. The parametric analyses were per-
formed with repeated-measures ANOVAs followed by Fisher’s least sig-
nificant difference (LSD) or Newman–Keuls tests for multiple
comparisons. For the optogenetic stimulation experiments, two factors
were compared using a mixed two-way ANOVA with repeated meas-
ures, the experimental versus control group and light stimulation versus
no-light stimulation. The Kolmogorov–Smirnov two-sample test was
performed to compare differences between the rate of afferent projec-
tions from the BL and vHIP onto activated neurons in the PL for all ex-
perimental groups. Cumulative frequency distributions for each group
were made with the same 10 intervals (0–0.2, 0.2–0.4, 0.4–0.6, 0.6–0.8,
0.8–1.0, and 1.2–1.4, 1.4–1.6, 1.6–1.8, 1.8–2.0, and . 2.0) used for each
distribution. The number of cells used for the cumulative frequency dis-
tributions comparison were the following: Extinction group, 149; Fear
Renewal 1 group, 122; Spontaneous Recovery group, 148; Fear Renewal
28 group, 113. The test focused on the largest of the observed deviations.
The following numbers of outliers were removed: four outliers with
freezing levels indicating a different emotional state from the rest of the
experimental group. The criterion for statistical significance was a proba-
bility level of p, 0.05.

Results
We mapped neuronal activation in the vHIP and BL in rats
tested for a recent and remote fear extinction memory 1 d and
28 d after the extinction session, respectively, tested in an extinc-
tion (B) or conditioning (A) context: Extinction 1 d, Fear
Renewal 1 d, Spontaneous Recovery, Fear Renewal 28 d groups.
For the control groups we used animals that were not subjected
to fear conditioning, but except for footshocks, were exposed to
the same contexts and stimuli as the experimental groups (No
Conditioning 1 and No Conditioning 28; Fig. 1). We found that
retrieval of the recent extinction memory in the extinction con-
text led to a low level of fear and increased activation of the vHIP
(Figure 1B,C; analysis of the level of freezing, Kruskal–Wallis
test, H = 33.13, p, 0.0001, followed by Dunn’s test; Extinction 1
vs Fear renewal 1, p , 0.05; No Conditioning 1 vs Fear renewal
1, p , 0.001; analysis of c-Fos expression in vHIP, one-way
ANOVA, F(5,40) = 4.44, p = 0.0026, followed by Fisher’s LSD test;
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Extinction 1 vs Fear renewal 1, p = 0.002; Extinction 1 vs No
Conditioning 1, p = 0.0026).

Exposure to the same experimental conditions 4 weeks after
extinction resulted in spontaneous recovery of fear, which mani-
fested as a significant increase in the freezing level and no
increase in vHIP activation (analysis of the level of freezing,
Kruskal–Wallis test, H = 33.13, p , 0.0001, followed by Dunn’s
test; Spontaneous recovery 28 vs No Conditioning 28, p, 0.01).
The number of activated neurons in the vHIP was negatively
correlated with the level of fear (Figure 1D; Pearson’s corre-
lation coefficient r = �0.45, p , 0.05). In contrast, the BL
was activated in animals with both low and high fear levels
(Fig. 1E; one-way ANOVA, F(5,41) = 3.32, p = 0.0131, fol-
lowed by Fisher’s LSD test; Extinction 1 vs No Conditioning

1, p = 0.0288; Spontaneous Recovery 28 vs No Conditioning
28, p = 0.0122). There was also a trend toward an increase in
Fear renewal 1 versus No Conditioning 1, p = 0.059, and Fear
renewal 28 versus No Conditioning 28, p = 0.0508 compari-
sons. However, as the activation mapping method we used
(c-Fos expression) labels both excitatory projection neurons
and inhibitory interneurons, it is not clear which type of the
BL neurons was involved. To investigate what type of neu-
rons was activated by retrieval of fear and extinction memo-
ries, we analyzed colocalization of c-Fos and GAD67, a marker of
inhibitory neurons, in activated cells (Fig. 1F,G). This analysis
showed that fewer inhibitory neurons in the BL were activated in
fear-provoking conditions (in Fear Renewal 1, Spontaneous
Recovery, and Fear Renewal 28 groups) than in the low fear

Figure 1. Successful retrieval of fear extinction memory, in contrast to retrieval of fear memory, is associated with increased activation of the vHIP. A, Scheme of the behavioral training. B,
The level of fear during the memory retrieval sessions on test day (measured as percentage of freezing during the CSs, n = 8–10). C, Activation of the vHIP (n = 8–9). D, Negative correlation
between levels of freezing and c-Fos expression in the vHIP. E, Activation of the BL (n = 7–8). F, Activation of the inhibitory neurons in the BL (n = 8–10). G, An example of the cells labeled
for c-Fos and GAD67; red arrows, GAD67-positive/c-Fos-negative cells; blue arrows, c-Fos-positive/GAD67-negative cells; yellow arrows, c-Fos-positive and GAD67-positive cells. Right, Magnified
examples of respective cells. H, Activation of the PL (n = 7–8). Error bars indicate mean6 SEM; #p = 0.05, pp, 0.05, ppp, 0.01, pppp, 0.001, ppppp, 0.0001. 1, 28, Rats tested
for recent and remote fear extinction memory 1 or 28 d after the extinction session; FC, fear conditioning; EX, fear extinction; US, unconditioned stimulus.
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conditions (No Conditioning 1, No Conditioning 28, and
Extinction 1 groups; one-way ANOVA, F(5,44) = 34.66, p ,
0.0001, followed by Fisher’s LSD test; No Conditioning 1 vs
Extinction 1, p , 0.0001; Extinction 1 vs Fear Renewal 1, p ,
0.0001; No Conditioning 1 vs Fear Renewal 1, p , 0.0001; No
Conditioning 28 vs Spontaneous recovery 28, p , 0.0001; No
Conditioning 28 vs Fear Renewal 28, p, 0.0001). As the number
of activated (c-Fos positive) cells in the BL in the Extinction 1,
Fear Renewal 1, Spontaneous Recovery, and Fear Renewal 28
groups was similar, this suggests that a high level of fear recruits
more BL projection neurons. Next, we compared neuronal activa-
tion of the PL in all tested groups (Fig. 1H). Consistent with our
previous results (Knapska and Maren, 2009), increased activation
of the PL was observed only in rats exposed to the conditioning
context, regardless of the age of the fear extinction memory (one-
way ANOVA, F(5,41) = 3.35, p = 0.0125, followed by Fisher’s LSD
test; Fear renewal 1 vs No Conditioning 1, p, 0.01; Fear renewal
28 vs No Conditioning 28, p, 0.01).

To further characterize neurons in the PL activated by the re-
trieval of extinction memory, spontaneous recovery of fear, and
fear renewal, we traced the functional projections from the vHIP
and BL to the PL (Fig. 2A–D). We used transgenic rats express-
ing a PSD-95:Venus fusion protein under the control of a c-fos
promoter injected with anterograde tracers into the vHIP and
the BL (compare Knapska et al., 2012). We found two distinct

subpopulations of neurons within the PL that were activated
by low and high levels of fear, which can be distinguished by
their projections from the vHIP and BL. For the cells in the
PL whose activity was correlated with low freezing, inputs
were coming mainly from the vHIP. For neurons whose ac-
tivity was correlated with elevated freezing, during both
spontaneous recovery of fear and fear renewal, we observed
preferential innervation by the BL (analysis of the level of
freezing, Kruskal–Wallis test, H = 11.6, p = 0.001 followed by
Dunn’s test; Extinction 5 vs Spontaneous recovery 28, p , 0.05;
Extinction 5 vs Fear renewal 28, p, 0.05; comparison of percentage
of BL vs vHIP projections, Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, Extinction 5
vs Fear Renewal 5, D = 0.58, p , 0.0001; Extinction 5 vs Fear
renewal 28, D = 0.69, p , 0.0001; Extinction 5 vs Spontaneous re-
covery 28, D = 0.58, p , 0.0001; Spontaneous recovery 28 vs Fear
renewal 28, D = 0.17, p = 0.046). The overall number of anatomic
projections did not differ between groups, confirming the behav-
ioral stimulation specificity (Figure 2E; Kruskal–Wallis test for BL
projections to PL, H = 1.14, p = 0.7961; for vHIP projections to PL,
H = 4.43, p = 0.2268). Because the overall number of neurons acti-
vated in the PL by the retrieval of extinction memory and spontane-
ous recovery of fear was similar (Fig. 2F), different ratios of cells
receiving dominant projections from the vHIP or BL suggest that
BL-innervated cells are activated instead of vHIP-innervated neu-
rons during fear memory retrieval.

Figure 2. High level of fear is associated with activation of the PL neurons innervated by the BL; low level of fear is associated with activation of the PL neurons receiving vHIP inputs. A,
Scheme of the behavioral training. B, Example of the active neurons expressing PSD-95:Venus fusion protein under control of the c-fos promoter and receiving inputs from the BL and vHIP
(green, PSD-95:Venus fusion protein; magenta, vHIP projections marked with PHA-L (white arrow); yellow, BL projections marked with FluoRuby (black arrow). C, The level of fear during the
memory retrieval sessions (measured as percentage of freezing during the CSs, n = 4–5). D, Percentage of activated neurons with different ratios of BL/vHIP projections plotted for each experi-
mental group. E, Ratio of the active projections (cells where tracers from the BL/vHIP overlap with c-fos expression) over the anatomic projections from the BL or vHIP (overall number of cells
in PL that show tracers labeling). F, Quantification of Venus-positive cells in all behavioral groups. Error bars indicate mean 6 SEM; pp , 0.05. 5, 28, Rats tested for recent or remote fear
extinction memory 5 or 28 d after the extinction session; FC, fear conditioning; EX, fear extinction.
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To test the role of the projections from the vHIP to the PL in
retrieval of fear and fear extinction memory we examined the be-
havioral effects of their optogenetic stimulation. Rats injected
with the CaMKIIa-hChR2 virus in the vHIP were implanted
with optic fibers in the PL and received light stimulation (Fig. 3).
The control group consisted of rats injected with the control vi-
rus not containing channelorhodopsin. The rats were subjected
to either one or two extinction sessions and tested in extinction
context B. Additionally, the rats with two extinction sessions
were subsequently tested in conditioning context A. The proto-
col of stimulation consisted of three blocks of 2 CSs with light off
and 5 CSs with light on, which allowed for within-subject com-
parisons of the activation effects (Fig. 3A,B). As the effects of the
optogenetic stimulation were visible only in the first block of
stimuli, we further analyzed data only for this block (including
the following CSs: OFF1–OFF2–ON1–ON2–ON3–ON4–ON5–
OFF3–OFF4). Activation of the vHIP–PL projections increased
the level of fear in the extinction context B when tested shortly
after the first extinction session on the fifth day of the experi-
ment, compared with the control group (Fig. 3C; two-way
ANOVA with repeated measures, group effect, F(1,9) = 9.35, p =
0.0114). In contrast to stimulation after one extinction session,
stimulation of vHIP inputs after two extinction sessions con-
ducted over the course of 2 d did not result in an increase of
freezing level in context B (two-way ANOVA with repeated
measures, group effect, F(1,10) = 0.40, p = 0.5427). Subsequent
testing in context A revealed slightly decreased freezing in the ex-
perimental group (two-way ANOVA with repeated measures,
group effect, F(1,10) = 4.97, p = 0.0499).

Next, to compare changes in freezing to the initial freezing
level recorded during the first two OFF periods, we subtracted
the averaged freezing to OFF1–OFF2 from the freezing averaged
across CS1–CS5 ON or OFF3–OFF4 stimuli (Fig. 3D). The

stimulation of the vHIP-PL pathway after one session of fear
extinction had different effects than stimulation after two ses-
sions of extinction. After one extinction session freezing was
increased in the ON periods, and after two extinction sessions
there was no change in freezing in context B and a decrease in
freezing in context A in the ON periods. No change in the OFF
periods was observed (two-way ANOVA with repeated meas-
ures, group effect, F(2,14) = 8.74, p = 0.0034, followed by
Newman–Keuls multiple comparisons test, one session vs two
sessions, context B in ON periods, p , 0.05; one session vs two
sessions, context A in ON periods, p, 0.01).

To further test the role of the vHIP–PL projections in the re-
trieval of fear and fear extinction memory we examined the be-
havioral effects of the optogenetic stimulation using a different
experimental design. Rats were injected with the CaMKIIa-
hChR2 virus in the vHIP and implanted with optic fibers in the
PL as before, but the protocol of light stimulation consisted of 5
CSs with light off and 5 CSs with light on (Fig. 4A), subsequently.
The control group consisted of rats injected with the control vi-
rus not containing channelorhodopsin. First, we tested the level
of freezing in rats that were not subjected to fear extinction.
There was no significant change in the freezing level during the
optogenetic stimulation neither in context B (Fig. 4B) nor in con-
text A (data not shown). Because the level of freezing was very
high, which makes it difficult to observe an increase in freezing,
we performed an additional test in context B. We did not stimu-
late the vHIP–PL pathway during this session to check for the
effects of the previous stimulation on the initial freezing level
and extinction rate. The freezing response in both the experi-
mental and control groups gradually decreased, which shows
that fear extinction had already begun (Fig. 4B). Importantly,
however, in line with our previous results, at the beginning of the
session we observed higher freezing levels in rats in which we

Figure 3. Hippocampal inputs to the PL drive freezing during memory recall. A, Behavioral training scheme and optogenetic design. B, Microphotographs of the optic fiber implantation site
in the PL and the CaMKIIa-hChR2 injection site in the vHIP. C, Between-group comparisons during the optogenetic stimulation of the vHIP–PL pathway (blue shadow, ON periods) and without
the stimulation (OFF periods). D, Change in freezing in response to the CS expressed as a difference between freezing averaged across CS1–CS5 ON periods or OFF3–OFF4 periods and initial
freezing during OFF1–OFF2. Number of animals, Single Session n = 5/6; Double Session (B) n = 6/6 and Double Session (A) n = 6/6; exp/ctrl groups. Error bars indicate mean6 SEM; pp,
0.05, ppp, 0.01. Ctrl, Control; Exp, experimental; FC, fear conditioning; EX, fear extinction.
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previously stimulated the vHIP–PL pathway (two-way ANOVA
with repeated measures, group � CS effect, F(19,209) = 1.91, p =
0.015). The extinction rate was similar in both groups, the rats
previously stimulated had even slightly lower levels of freez-
ing at the end of the extinction session, which shows that the

vHIP–PL stimulation on the previous day did not impede
fear extinction.

In another group of rats, we tested the effects of stimulation
of the vHIP–PL pathway after two sessions of extinction (Fig.
4C,D). During the test in extinction context B, we observed a

Figure 4. Hippocampal inputs to the PL reduce fear after extinction but this effect is transient. A, Behavioral training scheme and optogenetic stimulation design for the group of rats not
subjected to fear extinction. B, The effects of the optogenetic stimulation of the vHIP–PL pathway without prior extinction (exp: n = 5, ctrl: n = 6), with the light stimulation during test B-1
and without the light stimulation during the subsequent test B-2. The time of light stimulation is marked in blue shadow. C, Behavioral training scheme and optogenetic stimulation design for
the group of rats subjected to fear extinction. D, The effects of the optogenetic stimulation of the vHIP–PL pathway with prior extinction (exp: n = 5, ctrl: n = 8). The graphs show freezing lev-
els (purple) and relaxed posture (green) during the test in context B (test B-1) and the subsequent extinction session (EXT 3), and the freezing levels measured 28 d after the last extinction ses-
sion in contexts B (B-2) and A (A-2). The time of light stimulation is marked in blue shadow. The data on Ext 3 are shown in blocks of five CSs. Error bars indicate mean6 SEM; *p, 0.05,
**p, 0.01. ***p, 0.001. Ctrl, Control; Exp, experimental; FC, Fear conditioning; EX, fear extinction.
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very low level of freezing, thus we focused on another behavioral
measure, the relaxed posture, which has been previously used to
assess the progress of fear extinction (Tang et al., 2001; see above,
Materials and Methods for definition; Fig. 4). We observed that
when the vHIP–PL pathway was stimulated, the rats expressed
more of the relaxed posture behavior than the animals from
the control group (two-way ANOVA with repeated measures,
group � CS effect, F(9,81) = 4.604, p, 0.0001). There was no sig-
nificant difference between the groups when the vHIP–PL path-
way was stimulated in context A (data not shown). Then we
tested the effects of the vHIP–PL pathway stimulation in blocks
of five CSs with light on during the extinction session, again fo-
cusing on the relaxed posture behavior because the level of freez-
ing was very low (Fig. 4D). As in the previous tests, stimulation
of the vHIP–PL pathway led to increased relaxed posture behav-
ior, which persisted even in the OFF periods (two-way ANOVA
with repeated measures, group � CS effect, F(44,396) = 1.65, p =
0.0074). To test whether the effects of the vHIP–PL stimulation
after extinction lasts for a longer time we tested the same animals
after 28 d (Fig. 4D). Testing in context B revealed increased freez-
ing levels when the vHIP–PL pathway was stimulated (two-way
ANOVA with repeated measures, group effect, F(1,9) = 5.97, p =
0.0371). There were no differences between the groups when the
vHIP–PL pathway was stimulated in context A. These results
show that the fear-reducing effects of the vHIP–PL pathway
stimulation did not persist over time.

Because the data suggested slowly developing modulatory
effects of the vHIP–PL pathway, we recorded responses of the
cortical neurons to the electrical vHIP stimulation to verify this
hypothesis (Fig. 5). The results confirmed the relatively high
response latencies of neurons whose activity was regulated by the
stimulation (Fig. 5C).

Discussion
In this study, we found two distinct subpopulations of neurons
within the PL that are activated by either the retrieval of extinc-
tion memory or spontaneous recovery and context-dependent
renewal of conditioned fear. They can be distinguished by the
projections they receive from the vHIP and BL. The neuronal cir-
cuit in the PL whose activity is correlated with retrieval of extinc-
tion memory receives input mainly from the vHIP (low fear
circuit), whereas the neurons whose activity is correlated with
elevated freezing during spontaneous recovery and fear renewal
are preferentially innervated by the BL (high fear circuit). The
functional mapping findings are supported by the results of the
optogenetic stimulation of the vHIP inputs to the PL. They show

Figure 5. Responses of the mPFC neurons to the electrical vHIP stimulation in urethane-anaesthetized rat. A, Raster plot showing responses of an individual mPFC neuron (# - trial number).
B, Instantaneous firing rate calculated for this neuron. The red point represents the latency of the response. C, Distribution of response latencies for all neurons whose activity was regulated by
the stimulation (n = 76, 30% from 255 recorded in total).

Figure 6. The proposed role of the basolateral and hippocampal projections to the PL.
When fear responses are not well extinguished or in case of spontaneous recovery, the pro-
jections from both the BL and vHIP are actively increasing freezing response. In contrast,
when fear response is well extinguished, the dominant input comes from the vHIP, and it
decreases fear response (probably via interneurons). Active projections are marked in purple,
pyramidal cells are marked as gray triangles, interneurons as blue circles.
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that with the sufficient amount of fear extinction, stimulation of
the vHIP–PL pathway can decrease the conditioned fear
response. Further, they show that fear suppression develops
gradually as extinction training progresses, suggesting increasing
participation of the inhibitory vHIP inputs when fear extinction
memory is being consolidated. In the absence of this fear sup-
pressing input, signals from the BL can play a dominant role,
resulting in high levels of fear.

We observed that the high fear neuronal circuit in the PL
receives dominant projections from the BL. This agrees well with
previous reports, which showed that the BL–PL pathway plays
an important role in conditioned freezing (Herry et al., 2008;
Sotres-Bayon et al., 2012; Senn et al., 2014; Kim et al., 2016) and
the model proposed by Pendyam et al. (2013), in which the activ-
ity in the BL–PL pathway is associated with retrieval of condi-
tioned fear response. Our results are also in accordance with
those of Klavir et al. (2017), who showed the importance of the
BL inputs to the PL in forming and maintaining cued fear associ-
ations. Importantly, we observed activation of this pathway
regardless of the age of fear memory and testing context, that is,
both in fear renewal groups tested 1 and 28d after fear condi-
tioning in the conditioning context and in the spontaneous re-
covery group tested 28d after conditioning in the extinction
context.

We found that, in contrast to the BL–PL pathway, the vHIP–
PL projections were activated when rats showed low levels of
fear. This result is at odds with earlier reports showing involve-
ment of the vHIP–PL pathway in conditioned fear renewal
(Orsini et al., 2011; Jin and Maren, 2015; Wang et al., 2016; Kim
and Cho, 2017) and in anxiety (Adhikari, 2010; Ciocchi et al.,
2015; Padilla-Coreano et al., 2016) rather than in suppression of
fear. However, Sotres-Bayon et al. (2012) observed that the vHIP
inactivation decreased activity of interneurons in the PL and
increased PL responses to the conditioned tone in extinguished
but not in conditioned rats, suggesting that the vHIP inputs to
the PL can gate fear expression after extinction. Moreover, a pub-
lished report shows that both in mice and humans, the vHIP–PL
pathway is involved in conditioned inhibition of threat by safety
signals (Meyer et al., 2019). Also, it has been shown that projec-
tions from the superficial layer of vHIP, which terminate on in-
hibitory interneurons in the PL, promote exploration, whereas
projections from the deep layers of vHIP terminating on the py-
ramidal cells and fast-spiking interneurons promote avoidance
(Sánchez-Bellot and MacAskill, 2019). It seems plausible that the
prolonged extinction training we used strengthened the projec-
tions promoting exploration, whereas in animals not subjected
to fear extinction or subjected to the short extinction protocol,
we observed the effects of stimulation of the projections promot-
ing defensive responses. This would suggest that the vHIP to PL
projections gate fear renewal, spontaneous recovery, and extinc-
tion memory via different neuronal subpopulations (compare
Fig. 6). Together, the discrepancies in the literature on the role of
the vHIP–PL pathway in fear memory and extinction memory
retrieval may stem from the amount of extinction training, a fac-
tor that has not been systematically tested before. Here, we found
that only well-consolidated extinction memory allows for
decreasing of conditioned fear through the stimulation of the
vHIP–PL pathway and that over time the same stimulation
boosts spontaneous recovery of fear. On the other hand, the lack
of extinction or insufficient extinction leads to increased freezing
when the vHIP–PL pathway is stimulated. Additionally, we
observed delayed behavioral change to the laser simulation. As
the vHIP to PL pathway is not the only pathway that contributes

to the modulation of fear expression (e.g., the other pathways are
BL to PL and PL to infralimbic cortex), this effect can result from
synergy between activation of different pathways, which are
gradually recruited.

We hypothesize that by activating the vHIP–PL pathway af-
ter prolonged extinction, we accelerated the relaxed posture
display by modulating PL activity, which effectively decreased
the response to conditioned tone because of consolidated
memory of extinction and lower BL activation (Gale, 2004).
Furthermore, it has been shown that neurons projecting from
the vHIP to both the BL and PL are involved in contextual fear
renewal (Jin and Maren, 2015; Kim and Cho, 2017). This is in
line with previous reports showing that fear renewal is medi-
ated by vHIP–BL projections (Herry et al., 2008; Lesting et al.,
2011; Knapska et al., 2012; Jin and Maren, 2015) and supports
the hypothesis concerning anatomically diverse populations
of neurons in the vHIP upregulating and downregulating fear
responses. The hypothesis is also supported by the results of
Sánchez-Bellot and MacAskill (2019), who identified calbin-
din-positive neurons in the superficial layers of the vHIP pro-
jecting onto interneurons in the PL and deep-layer vHIP
neurons projecting onto pyramidal neurons and surrounding
interneurons.

Our optogenetic results suggest that the inhibitory part of the
vHIP–PL pathway is a modulatory connection, which needs
more training to be formed and if not behaviorally maintained
weakens over time to the point that extinction memory is no
longer effectively retrieved, and fear re-emerges. This hy-
pothesis is consistent with the observation that synaptic effi-
cacy in the vHIP–PL pathway is not stable after the
extinction training, it is increased when a memory is 1 d old
but not 7 d after the initial extinction (Hugues and Garcia,
2007). Previous findings suggest that the vHIP–PL pathway
has a relatively high latency of ;20 msec (Ishikawa and
Nakamura, 2003) with long hyperpolarization induced by
glutamatergic input onto GABAergic interneurons (Thierry
et al., 2000), which suggests the slowly developing, modula-
tory effects of the pathway. Our results confirm long
response latencies of the cortical neurons after vHIP
stimulation.

Changes in physical or temporal context have been suggested
to account for fear renewal and spontaneous recovery (Pavlov,
1927; Bouton, 1993, 2002; Quirk, 2002; Rescorla, 2004; Maren et
al., 2013). However, the neural mechanisms underlying these two
forms of recovery of extinguished fear are not well understood.
The involvement of the specific brain circuits was studied mainly
during the initial processing of fear extinction memory and its
contextual modulation (Frankland et al., 2004, Frankland
and Bontempi 2005, Goshen et al., 2011; Do-Monte et al.,
2015). Here, we generated functional maps of the neural cir-
cuits involved in the contextual retrieval of recent and
remote fear memory after extinction and systematically com-
pared the patterns of activation and connectivity of the PL,
vHIP, and BL. The results show that the activation of the BL
input to the PL is a common mechanism for both fear renewal
and spontaneous recovery of fear. Interestingly, activation of the
vHIP projections to the PL boosts spontaneous recovery of fear
but does not affect remote fear renewal.

Fear recovery is a major obstacle in effective, long-lasting treat-
ment of pathologic fear (Boschen et al., 2009; Goode and Maren,
2014). Identifying the neural networks involved in regulating fear
memory after extinction is essential for the development of more
effective therapeutic interventions. Because the dorsal anterior
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cingulate cortex, a homolog of the rodent PL is hyperactive, and
the anterior hippocampus, a homolog of the rodent vHIP, shows
decreased activity in cases of pathologic fear (Milad et al., 2009),
targeting the hippocampal–dorsal ACC gating circuit seems to be
a promising way to treat fear regulation deficits. Our results show,
however, that stimulation of this circuit may decrease fear only
when it is already sufficiently extinguishes, for example, by expo-
sure therapy.
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